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Ouestion No.1 is compol~ory.
Attempt any four out of remaining six questions.
A$6U'TIptionsmade should be clearly stated.
Assume suitable data wherever required but justify the same.,

1. (a) A digital filter has pole zero location as shown:

~~'I

r--
.1-
2-

. .
. Find steadystate response of system to input,x(n) :;: 10 cas (rc/2n + 11:/3).

(b) 'Show that zeros of a linear phase FIR filter OCCI.,Jrat reciprocal locations and FIR filters of
symmetric impulse response. Coefficients and evenJEmgth will compulsorily have a zero at z :;: -1.

(c) Compare IIR and FIR filters.. .
(d) Show direct form realization of digital reson;:1toF-

-.. 2. (;:1) A digital filter has ;:1zero ;:1torigin and a pols a.t 'a', 0 < a -<1. if due to parameter quantization
pole shifts to location 'b' where b < a and 0 I( b < 1. What. is effect on magnitude response at
w = 0 and w =)1;.

(b) A first order system is described by '='
y(n) =ay(n - 1} + x(n)

Assume that all variables and coefficients are represented in sign magnitude form with results of
multiplicationstruncated before additions are performed Non-linear difference equation implemented is -A A

y(n) = O[a y(n - 1)] + x(n) .

Where/pO repre~entssign mB.!;jnitudetruncation zero input limit cycle is of the form.\ y (n) I = I Y(n - 1) I fgr ;;11 n. . .

Show that if ideal system is stable,then no zero input limit cycle can exist,

'-

3. (a) Convert H (s) =(24 ... ...-) 'to H(z} using impulse invariance with ts :;: 0.5 sec.(s + 1) s + 4 ;:;+ 5 .

(b) Explain matched z-transform technique, QQfwert H (s) = 1- . .\~.::.,..;\ to H(z} by matched
'..

z-transform and its modifications with ts :;: 0'15§ec.

,-,4. (a) Design a low pass filter with cut off frequency gf 5 kHz and sampling frequency of 20 kHz .using
. a Bartlett window. .

2\nl
w= 1- N - l' - 4, ~ n .$.4.

(b) Discuss in detail the design procedur~ of Qptimallinear phase FIR filter.

5. (a) Convert the single pole low pass E:!wttf3,fworth filter with system functior ~

0.245(1+z-1)
H (z) =

into a bandpass filter with. upper and lower cut off frequencies of wu and wt respectively. The low
pass filter has 3-dB bandwidth 9f wp = 0.2 1t.

(b) A causal IIR filter has transfer function of -
1 2 -3

H(z)= 1+2z- +3z- +2z "'.'."
1+ 0.9 Z-1 - 0.8 z-2 + 0.5 z-=9

Determine the equivalent lattice structure.
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6. (a) Determine coefficients of linear phase FIR filter of length- M = 15 which has symmetric impulse
, response and frequency response that satisfies the condition - .

(
21tk

)=
{

1 k=O. 1. 2. 3
Hr 15 0 k=4.5.6.7

. (b) A digital lowpass filter is required to meet followingspecifications :-
Passband ripple ~ 1 dB Stopband attenuation ~ 40 dB
Pass.band Edge 4 kHz Stopband Edge: 6 kHz
Sample rate: 24 kHz.

Using Bilinear transform<::.tlondetermine what order Chebyshev, Butterworth and elliptic analog
designs must be used to meet specifications in digital implementation.

7. (a) Discuss the design procedure cf Bessel Filters.
(b) Design an' elliptic low pass filter to meet the following specifications:

Ap'= 2 dB Wp = 4 rad/s
, As =20 dB Ws = 8 rad/s
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